DNA identification methods are such an established part of our law enforcement and criminal justice systems it is hard to believe that the technologies were developed as recently as the mid-1980s, and that the databases of law enforcement profiles were established in the 1990s. Although the first databases were limited to the DNA profiles of convicted rapists and murderers, the success of these databases in solving violent crimes provided the impetus for Congress and state legislatures to expand the scope of the databases with little critical examination of each expansion’s value to law enforcement or cost to privacy and civil liberties.

We are now entering a new stage of DNA forensics, in which successive database expansions over the last decade have raised the possibility of creating a population-wide repository. In addition, new applications of DNA profiling, including familial and low stringency searches, have been added to DNA dragnets, the use of medical samples for forensic analysis, and other measures to create a series of crucial, yet largely unexplored, second-generation legal and policy issues. In this article, we assess these emerging issues and conclude that limits must be placed on the use of DNA in law enforcement and that privacy considerations must play an important part in the development of policies for the use of DNA profiling.

The Expanding Use of DNA

Scope

State DNA databases, which began almost exclusively as collections of adult sexual offenders’ DNA profiles, have now expanded to include many or all convicted felons, juvenile offenders, those convicted of certain misdemeanors, and even arrestees. In 2004, California voters approved Proposition 69, expanding the state database of felons convicted of serious, violent crimes, to include samples from all felons and individuals with past felony convictions. The state will expand its database in the future to include profiles from individuals arrested for felonies and even individuals detained as mere suspects. Laws in Louisiana, Texas, and Virginia also authorize collecting DNA samples from arrestees. Recently, the DNA Fingerprinting Act
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of 2005 was signed into law, authorizing the expansion of the federal DNA database to include DNA collected from “individuals arrested, and from non-United States persons who are detained under the authority of the United States.”

The prevailing view among law enforcement officials is that more profiles included in a database allow a greater chance that a profile will match evidence found at a crime scene. The promise of increased efficacy has some members of law enforcement and legal academia advocating for the expansion of criminal DNA databases to include DNA samples from the entire population. Proponents of expansion argue that reducing the social cost of crime justifies the creation of a population-wide database, and that a universal database is necessary to maximize the utility of DNA profiling. Although a few countries, such as Iceland and Estonia, are establishing national DNA databases for research purposes, no country has implemented a population-wide database for forensic purposes. Yet such an endeavor may not be far off. In 2005, the Portuguese government announced its intention to create a DNA database including the DNA profiles of all its approximately ten million inhabitants.

A variety of practical and policy issues need to be addressed before a population-wide DNA forensic database can be seriously considered in the United States. On the practical side, virtually every state reports a substantial backlog in the analysis of extant samples collected under current laws, including crime scene evidence. There are too few trained laboratorians, and nearly all states lack the equipment and storage facilities to support a major increase in the scope of the databases. Cost is also an issue. At a time of budgetary constraints, new DNA forensic expenses would likely consume a substantial percentage of new funds that could be allocated to law enforcement. It is an open question whether the cost of a database expansion would deter crime and thus justify foregoing expenditures for additional front-line personnel, other forensic equipment, new vehicles, weapons and protective equipment, or crime control programs.

Assuming that the practical issues can be overcome, we are left with the policy question concerning whether we ought to develop a universal database. Notwithstanding civil liberties issues (discussed below), it is essential to have a clear picture of the expected law enforcement benefits. To justify a database expansion, even from a purely financial standpoint, there must be convincing evidence of the likelihood that databases of increased scope would be significantly more effective than the current databases in solving and preventing crimes in absolute terms and relative to other possible law enforcement expenditures. What is the evidence?

The Combined DNA Index System (CODIS), started by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) as a pilot program in 1990, was formally established in 1994. Through its tiered system of databases, CODIS enables federal, state, and local crime laboratories to exchange and compare DNA profiles electronically, thereby linking crimes to each other and to convicted offenders. Over a decade of experience with DNA databases in most states supports the following two conclusions. First, DNA databases have had many spectacular successes in connecting seemingly disparate crimes and in identifying probable perpetrators in the absence of any other leads. Second, including “lesser offenses” in the databases helps to solve an indeterminate number of later, more serious crimes. For instance, yesterday's burglar may be today's rapist, and having the DNA from a previously convicted burglar may help in solving a subsequent rape case.

Although recognizing these points, we note that there is virtually no scientific, comprehensive, independent, peer-reviewed analysis quantifying the overall effectiveness of DNA databases in solving or preventing crimes. The only quantitative measure used to assess the value of DNA databases is the total number of “cold hits” or “investigations aided.” These totals make for good headlines and legislative testimony, but their use raises a number of serious methodological and policy concerns. To begin with, there is no clear definition of the terms “cold hits” or “investigations aided,” and thus the inclusion criteria vary widely among jurisdictions or even individual reporters. There is also no comparative information available to estimate the likelihood that other forensic techniques or additional investigation would have identified the suspect.

It is also not clear how many of the “investigations aided” actually result in conviction. Based on the claims of increased efficacy in solving crimes, one might expect that the percentage of crimes being solved or “cleared” would have increased as DNA databases expanded. However, while the crime rate has dropped over the past ten years, clearance rates have changed very little during that period. Moreover, the clearance rates for crimes typically associated with the availability of perpetrator DNA, homicide and forcible rape,
were actually lower in 2004 than in 1995, meaning that law enforcement actually solved fewer of the reported crimes than it did when DNA databases were still in their infancy.\(^{18}\)

A match between crime scene DNA and an individual’s database profile does not necessarily mean that the individual is guilty. For example, a murder suspect might have acted in self-defense or there may be some other reason to account for the presence of DNA found at the crime scene. Indeed, according to one study in Virginia, DNA matches resulted in convictions in less than thirty percent of the cases.\(^{19}\) Case resolution, not conviction, may be a more accurate measure of the effectiveness of DNA databases. For example, a suspect identified by DNA may have subsequently died without a conviction, yet in another case, a single DNA match may lead to multiple convictions where a suspect identified by his or her DNA confesses to other crimes without DNA evidence.

Finally, virtually all of the data are compiled and released by crime laboratories and other entities with an interest in promoting the maintenance or expansion of DNA databases. Unfortunately, a series of scandals throughout the country in which DNA evidence has been negligently (and even worse, intentionally) mis-identified,\(^{20}\) must give one pause before accepting at face value any claims by interested parties about the effectiveness of the DNA forensic identification system. In the absence of rigorous, independent, scientific studies of the efficacy of DNA databases of varied scope in helping to solve a range of crimes, it is foolish to consider further expansion of the current system.

Even without adequate data, it is still possible to compare, from a policy standpoint, today’s typical state DNA database (restricted to most or all felons) with a universal database. The two compelling justifications for establishing a forensic DNA database of sex offenders, violent felons, or all felons is that these individuals are likely to engage in repeated criminal activity, and their conviction of a serious crime forfeits certain rights of bodily integrity and privacy relative to the law enforcement system.\(^{21}\) With a more comprehensive database, however, especially one in which the entire population is included, neither of these justifications apply. Adding more law-abiding citizens to the database will result in an ever-diminishing percentage of matches relative to the total database. Furthermore, law-abiding citizens have done nothing that could be considered a forfeiture of their right to be outside of the law enforcement system.

The argument has been made that a population-wide database will promote “racial justice” because it will eliminate the current overrepresentation of minority groups in offender DNA databases and the increased overrepresentation of minorities if arrestees are added.\(^{22}\) The overrepresentation of minorities in offender DNA databases reflects the overrepresentation of minorities in the criminal justice and correctional systems, and this overrepresentation is caused by sentencing policies that disparately impact minorities as well as gross disparities in education, employment, housing, health care, and other essential life opportunities. The overrepresentation of minorities among arrestees is caused by “racial profiling” and other dubious law enforcement practices. Having a disproportionate number of minority criminals and suspects is a social problem; it is not a DNA database problem. The solution is not a more egalitarian, universal database in which the entire population shares the indignity of inclusion in the DNA database while simultaneously giving greater power to the police.

Sociologist Troy Duster makes a more practical argument in opposition to the claim that a universal database will help eliminate racial bias.

If the lens of the criminal justice system is focused almost entirely on one part of the population for a certain kind of activity (drug-related, street crime), and ignores a parallel kind of crime (fraternity cocaine sales a few miles away), then even if the fraternity members’ DNA samples are in the database, they will not be subject to the same level of matching, or of subsequent allele frequency profiling research to “help explain” their behavior.\(^{23}\)

Thus, it is unrealistic to expect that a “neutral” database policy, layered over an unequal criminal justice system, will eliminate the systemic bias.

Dragnets

In 1987, British authorities collected and tested the DNA samples of approximately 4,000 men in an attempt to find the perpetrator of a brutal, double rape-homicide.\(^{24}\) Although the perpetrator was not one of the thousands of men from whom DNA was collected, he was eventually caught when he attempted to persuade a friend to submit a sample on his behalf.\(^{25}\) The technique of collecting DNA from a large group of individuals to search for the perpetrator of a crime, referred to as a “DNA dragnet,” has become a common practice in the United Kingdom, and it is used to a lesser extent throughout Europe and the United States.\(^{26}\) Dragnets often entail the collection of DNA from individuals who fit the general description of a perpetrator, usually residing or working in the same geographic area where the crime occurred,\(^{27}\) and tend to be used in cases in which investigators have not had success obtaining leads using traditional law enforcement mea-
sures. It is not unusual for hundreds or thousands of individuals to be asked to “voluntarily” provide a DNA sample. The largest known DNA dragnet, conducted in Germany, involved the collection and testing of DNA samples from approximately 16,400 men. Whereas some see the DNA dragnet as a valuable, effective law enforcement tool, others describe it as “costly, inefficient and fraught with potential rights violations.”

DNA dragnets have had only limited success in helping to solve crimes in the United States. A 2004 study determined that DNA dragnets had successfully assisted in the capture of a suspect in only one of the eighteen reported dragnets conducted in the United States. At the same time, the social costs of DNA dragnets are substantial. Individuals are selected for sampling without probable cause. The sample population frequently consists of members of a single – often minority – racial or ethnic group. Although consent to participate is nominally voluntary, such requests from law enforcement officers are inherently coercive. Many individuals lack knowledge of their right to refuse or the consequences of consent. Hesitant individuals are presented with two unpleasant options: “voluntarily” submitting to DNA sampling, or becoming specific targets of the investigation and even being exposed to public humiliation. 

Despite the assumptions of many individuals who submit DNA samples, as well as the assurances sometimes given by police, DNA profiles of dragnet volunteers are generally not destroyed after it is determined that the volunteer's profile does not match the one derived from the crime scene evidence. Most state laws do not address the retention or expungement of genetic information obtained from suspects or samples given “voluntarily.” Consequently, profiles are often retained in law enforcement databases that are not part of the national system, where they are used routinely to compare against local crime scene evidence. There have been multiple publicly reported instances of the police retaining samples after a dragnet was conducted. In Louisiana, law enforcement officers included in its state offender database the samples of 1,200 men found not to match the biological evidence of a suspect. In Ann Arbor, Michigan, 160 men tested who did not match a rapist’s DNA profile were forced to file a lawsuit to get the police to return or destroy their samples.

Familial and Personal Searches

Indirect Searches

The genetic similarity of close relatives has permitted law enforcement officials to use the DNA of one family member to infer whether another family member has been the perpetrator of an unsolved crime. For example, in a rape case in which crime scene DNA does not match any DNA profiles in the CODIS database, the perpetrator may likely be one of ten men who worked in the area where the rape occurred. If these ten men refuse to provide DNA samples voluntarily, and if there is insufficient probable cause to obtain a court order for a sample, the police may attempt to obtain the individuals’ DNA indirectly through family members. Thus, police officers could surreptitiously follow the preschool-age son of one of the men until he discarded some used chewing gum or a tissue. Or, police officers could visit the nursing home where another man's mother resided and wait for her to discard a paper napkin used at lunch. Then, the item could be seized and analyzed through Y chromosome or mitochondrial DNA markers. In this way, DNA evidence about the potential suspect could be obtained indirectly, without the individual’s knowledge or consent.

Supreme Court decisions have clearly held that individuals have no expectation of privacy in abandoned property, and there may even be questions about whether a defendant would have standing to challenge the seizure of a relative’s abandoned property. Regardless of the constitutionality of the seizure, there is something deeply troubling about police officers performing surveillance of close relatives of potential suspects to obtain DNA samples. It is especially repugnant to think that police surveillance could involve toddlers or senior citizens in nursing homes. Several states have enacted laws requiring consent before a genetic test may be run, but all of these laws have an exemption for law enforcement. Thus, it may be appropriate to consider statutory or regulatory control of DNA collection through indirect means.

Low Stringency Searches

The forensic testing community in the United States uses a standardized set of thirteen core short tandem repeat (STR) loci. STR markers are sequences of two to six base pair units, and alleles are typically 100-400 base pairs in size. These STR loci typically contain between seven and fifteen alleles (or alternative forms). Because these markers have such a high degree of polymorphism, on average, unrelated individuals share only about one locus out of thirteen. Related individuals, however, are likely to share more loci. On average, full siblings share four loci, and there have been rare reports of siblings sharing nine to eleven loci. In addition, siblings with the same mother will share mitochondrial profiles, and brothers with the same father will have the identical Y-chromosome STR haplotypes.
Knowing that allele sharing of the core loci by individuals likely indicates kinship has important consequences for forensic database searches. Although CODIS rules require correspondence of thirteen loci in order to qualify as a match, it is possible to perform a “low stringency” search in which matches at fewer loci are indicated. Thus, a crime scene sample may have a four or five loci match with a known profile in a database. Such a finding may suggest that a first-degree relative of the person whose profile is in the database may have been the source of the crime scene evidence.

Massachusetts and New York are the only two states with regulations explicitly addressing low stringency searches. Both states require that a minimum of four loci be provided for a forensic search against the database, but exceptions are granted. Neither state limits the ability to perform a low stringency search.

At the present time, low stringency searches may not be a particularly valuable use of law enforcement resources. According to Dr. Frederick R. Bieber, low stringency database searches using the current thirteen-locus STR analysis would be expected to lead to too many partial-profile hits to be of any practical use in the majority of investigations, because many alleles are very common in the population and would be shared by large numbers of individuals.

New technologies, however, may increase the utility of low stringency searches. The Forensic Science Service of the United Kingdom has begun offering “familial searching” to police to aid in investigations. A few well known cases in the U.K. were actually solved using leads developed through low stringency searching.

Other emerging DNA forensic technologies, such as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs, especially valuable in sorting samples with multiple DNA sources) and low copy number DNA (valuable in typing samples with a minute quantity of DNA), are likely to increase the utility of low stringency searches. These searches would raise the legal and policy issues of whether pursuing suspects because of a low-stringency match with a database sample is somehow an improper use of the database, or otherwise violates public policy.

Surname Searches

Besides obtaining their Y chromosome DNA profile from their fathers, sons usually get their surnames from their fathers as well. It has been suggested that where a rare surname is associated with a distinct Y chromosome haplotype, it would be possible to do a surname search after analyzing crime scene DNA. For this to be possible, a surname haplotype database would need to be established. Then, if DNA analysis of crime scene evidence indicated the distinctive Y chromosome haplotype of, for example, the Darwinsky family, police could check the whereabouts of all of the people in a certain area with the surname of Darwinsky. For a family with a lawbreaking relative, surname searches really could lead to the “rounding up of the usual suspects.”

With low stringency searches, it may be necessary to consider whether special legal or policy measures are needed to regulate law enforcement agencies that have developed the practice of following up on name-based “suspicion.”

Health Care Biobank Searches

If crime scene DNA evidence does not match any known CODIS profiles, and there are known potential suspects, it may be possible to obtain samples of physical specimens from health care facilities for DNA typing. The Privacy Rule of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) contains two provisions specifically dealing with disclosures of individually identifiable health information for law enforcement purposes. First, merely in response to a request by a law enforcement official (conceivably, any police officer) for the purpose of identifying or locating a suspect, fugitive, material witness, or missing person, a health care provider may disclose the following information: (1) name and address; (2) date and place of birth; (3) social security number; (4) ABO blood type and rh factor; (5) type of injury; (6) date and time of treatment; (7) date and time of death, if applicable; and (8) a description of distinguishing physical characteristics, including height, weight, gender, race, hair and eye color, presence or absence of facial hair, scars, and tattoos. The health care provider may not disclose DNA information, dental records, or typing, samples, or analysis of body fluids or tissue.

More detailed information, including tissue samples, is permitted under a second provision applicable to law enforcement. Health care providers may make disclosures required by law (e.g., gun shot wounds) or disclosures in compliance with one of the following: (1) a court order; (2) a grand jury subpoena; or (3)
an administrative request, including an administra-
tive subpoena or summons, a civil or an authorized
investigative demand, or similar process authorized
under law. The request must simply allege that the
information sought is relevant for law enforcement
purposes. Of particular significance is the fact that
the third method of obtaining information includes
a broad class of ex parte, non-judicial processes, and
showing probable cause is not required.

**DNA Forensic Profiling**
The previous sections have discussed the collection
and analysis of DNA samples from individuals in an at-
temp to match crime scene evidence. There is another,
somewhat different use of DNA-based forensic tech-
nologies with important ethical, legal, and social im-
lications. It involves the use of DNA testing of crime
scene evidence to develop a DNA forensic profile of the
alleged perpetrator.

Law enforcement officials already have the capacity
to do some forensic genetic profiling based on biologi-
cal specimens left at crime scenes. For example, blood
left at a crime scene could easily be analyzed to de-
termine whether it came from a male or female, and
whether the individual had a distinctive chromosomal
or other anomaly such as Down syndrome or Fragile
X syndrome. Analyses of other genetic loci could lead
to statistical predictions of the individual’s race and
etnicity. It is likely that within a short period of time
there will be claims of the ability to make behavioral
genetic predictions about such matters as sexual orien-
tation, intelligence, addictive behavior, musical ability,
and temperament.

Aside from the question of the scientific validity of
such associations, are there ethical or legal concerns
about genetic profiling to indicate that the alleged
perpetrator is, for example, likely to be a tall, gay,
white, male, and of Scandinavian ancestry, who is left-
handed, has above average intelligence, is shy, with
perfect pitch, and is susceptible to addictive behavior?
What legal issues are raised by using such profiles to
obtain search warrants, to wiretap, or to engage in sur-
veillance? At what stage of the legal proceedings are
determinations made of the scientific acceptance of
DNA forensic profiling?

Police investigators already use forensic profiling
techniques, some of which may be of dubious value.
Police routinely use eyewitness recollections of indi-
viduals, often reduced to a sketch or computerized
composite which sometimes bears little resemblance
to the perpetrator. They may also rely on experts to
develop a psychological profile of the perpetrator or other
measures to narrow or focus an investigation. What, if
anything, makes DNA profiling different or wrong?

At least three examples come to mind. First, the use
of unproven scientific methods may divert attention
from the real perpetrators of the crime to innocent
suspects. Second, if behavioral genetic forensic profil-
ing becomes an accepted measure in criminal investiga-
tions, it will not be long before prosecutors attempt
to use this information at trial as further evidence of
the guilt of the suspect. Third, governmental use of
any scientific method serves as an imprimatur of the
validity of the technique, which could have the effect
of increasing the use of behavioral genetic predictions
in employment, schools, or other non-law enforcement
settings, thereby leading to an increase in the errone-
ous belief that behavior is unalterably determined or
influenced by genes.

**Retention of Samples**
With so many samples being collected for the extrac-
tion of DNA, critics of expanded databanking are con-
cerned about what becomes of samples after the profile
is created. There is no national policy on sample re-
tention, but in almost every state the samples are re-
tained indefinitely. Saving the samples could be use-
ful for retesting or the inclusion of additional genetic
markers, but as long as the samples are stored, there is
a possibility that they could be used by unauthorized
third parties in ways that might lead to disclosure of
confidential information, or for malicious, retributive,
or oppressive purposes.

About half the states have laws explicitly addressing
the retention of DNA samples; the remaining state
statutes are either silent or authorize a state agency
to establish rules regarding storage and retention.
In some states, expungement procedures explicitly in-
clude the actual sample, while others do not. It is
likely, though, that in most states the disposition of
the sample would be determined by the policies for
expungement after exoneration. Besides expungement,
the process of removing information from an indi-
vidual’s criminal record, which can include a DNA pro-
file or sample, is called expungement. Not all states
have provisions allowing for the expungement of DNA profiles.\textsuperscript{73} Thirty-eight states have statutes describing the process of expungement of DNA information, and among those states, the criteria and procedures including what information is expunged, vary by state.\textsuperscript{74} Most states require that the conviction be reversed or the case be dismissed.\textsuperscript{75} However, some states have more stringent requirements. For example, Illinois requires a determination of “actual innocence” (reversal of the conviction or a pardon) before genetic information is expunged.\textsuperscript{76} The majority of states do not provide for automatic expungement upon reversal or dismissal. Instead, thirty-three states require that the offender initiate the procedure for expungement, and only one, Texas, requires that the offender be advised after acquittal of his or her right to expungement.\textsuperscript{77}

To initiate the expungement process, most states require the individual to file a request or petition.\textsuperscript{78} The process for expungement in California requires the individual to file a request not only with the trial court, but also with the DNA laboratory and the prosecuting attorney.\textsuperscript{79} Of the states requiring collection of DNA from suspects or arrestees, three (Louisiana, Texas, and Virginia) require that the DNA information be expunged upon acquittal or dismissal of charges.\textsuperscript{80} However, in California, an arrestee’s DNA sample and profile can be retained for up to two years or until the investigating law enforcement agency informs the state DNA laboratory that the person is no longer a suspect in a criminal investigation. The sample can be used in the interim in any database and investigation.\textsuperscript{81}

In this discussion, “destruction” involves only the samples collected from known individuals. Unquestionably, crime scene evidence should not be destroyed, because it may be necessary to retest it in the future. Unlike the circumstances with crime scene evidence, there is unlikely to be a need to retain the database samples for retesting. If there is some discrepancy, a new sample can be obtained from the individual for comparison with the information in the database from which the questioned match was generated.

Law enforcement officials want to continue retaining database samples indefinitely so that samples can be retested if new technology is developed for identification purposes.\textsuperscript{82} Although possible development of new technology might militate in favor of sample retention, these interests are outweighed by the social cost of retention. Destruction of samples immediately after analysis would go a long way in assuring the public that their DNA will not be used for purposes unrelated to legitimate law enforcement. After the DNA sample is destroyed, the remaining information would consist merely of thirteen sets of numbers with no diagnostic, prognostic, or research significance. The retention of samples is a leading source of opposition to current DNA database practices, and it will be increasingly controversial if the scope of the databases is expanded.

Other Uses
Although DNA databases were originally established to aid law enforcement, many states now authorize other uses of offender DNA information, including identification of missing persons or unidentified remains, and “other humanitarian purposes.”\textsuperscript{83} Thirty-four states explicitly authorize the use of genetic information to create a statistical database, and another four authorize the use of the DNA database for statistical purposes.\textsuperscript{84} Of states that authorize the use of their DNA database for statistical purposes, Alabama is unique in that it allows use of its database to “provide data relative to the causation, detection and prevention of disease or disability” and “to assist in educational or medical research.”\textsuperscript{85} There are no federal limits on the use of DNA database information, and only eight states explicitly prohibit the use of the database to obtain information on physical traits, predisposition to disease, or medical or genetic disorders.\textsuperscript{86} Surprisingly, forty states do not address the use of the genetic information in their DNA databases for genetic research.\textsuperscript{87}

Balancing Privacy and Law Enforcement
We have noted that the expanded use of DNA in law enforcement raises numerous concerns: (1) increasing the number of individuals from whom a DNA sample may be required on a routine basis; (2) coercing large numbers of individuals to submit samples as part of a DNA dragnet; (3) obtaining DNA samples from close relatives, including children, as a way of indirectly searching the DNA of a suspect; (4) performing low-stringency searches to identify the close relatives of the alleged perpetrators of a crime; (5) accessing biological specimens in health care institutions for DNA testing; (6) using DNA samples for research without the consent of the sample donor; (7) using behavioral genetic forensic profiling based on crime scene DNA; and (8) retaining non-crime scene DNA samples indefinitely.

Each of these uses involves different ethical and legal issues, each has a different significance, and each demands a somewhat different method of analysis. Nevertheless, for simplicity, they may be considered to implicate a similar interest of individuals to be free from having their DNA profile used for law enforcement.

Privacy Interests
The interests of individuals in DNA identification relate to privacy, autonomy, anonymity, secrecy, freedom, and liberty. For ease of discussion, we will call all of these interests privacy. They all deal with the condi-
tions under which law enforcement agencies may re-
quire information from or impose other conditions on
individuals (e.g., submission of a biological sample) in
connection with a criminal investigation or the crimi-
nal justice system.

In general, legal limitations on law enforcement ac-
tivities depend on the nature of the intrusion upon in-
dividuals. Because of the varied levels of intrusiveness,
law enforcement officers must meet a different legal
evidentiary standard to make an arrest, conduct a
nonconsensual search, or obtain confidential informa-
tion, such as bank records or medical records. What
law enforcement standard should apply to individuals’
interest in being free from having their DNA analyzed
by the police?

To answer this question, we must first consider the
issue of genetic exceptionalism, which refers to the
treatment of genetic information separately from other
forms of health (or in this context, forensic) informa-
tion. Although legislatures have frequently enacted
genetic-specific laws (for reasons beyond the scope of
this article), the overwhelming majority of scholars
come to consider the issue in the context of genetic privacy
and genetic nondiscrimination have argued against
genetic exceptionalism. The reasoning is as follows.
Scientifically, it is questionable whether health informa-
tion can be meaningfully divided into genetic and
non-genetic information; practically, it is unlikely that
health information can be segregated to permit the
disclosure of only one type of information; and from
a policy standpoint, genetic exceptionalism may make
matters worse by reinforcing notions of stigma. These
arguments against genetic exceptionalism all have been
made in the context of privacy and nondiscrimination.
To our knowledge, the issue has not been considered
in the context of criminal justice. Do these arguments
apply here as well?

Suppose that police are investigating a series of mur-
ders at pharmacies in a certain area. All of the murders
occurred in the course of an armed robbery in which
the robber only took large quantities of an expensive
and relatively rarely used prescription drug. Police the-
orize that the robber is someone who is dependent on
the medication. They want to conduct a dragnet in the
area to ask people to submit to a blood test or saliva test
to check for the presence of the drug. Leaving aside the
logic or the likely success of such an investigatory mea-
sure, would the public and legal scholars have the same
objections to the drug test dragnet as they do to DNA
dragnets? It should be noted that the hypothetical drug
test will reveal more personal health information about
the individual than a DNA test of the thirteen CODIS
loci. The DNA profiling is more limited, but more spe-
cific. It might provide a match with the crime scene evi-
dence, whereas, in this example, the drug test will only
indicate whether the person is among an unknown
number of individuals taking a certain medication.

It seems to us that the privacy and civil liberties anal-
ysis surrounding expanded use of DNA forensics in law
enforcement should not be based on whether the test
performed is “genetic.” The justification for, the intru-
siveness of, and the procedures surrounding a test are
at least as important as the type of test performed on
a sample. Thus, the legal and policy question should
concern the legal basis on which law enforcement per-
sonnel require or “encourage” individuals to submit to
a biological test of an invasive nature, or infringe upon
an individual’s dignity. It seems paradoxical that if the
police seek to obtain a court order directing a particu-
lar individual to submit a DNA sample or to undergo
a medical test, the order would not be granted in the
absence of probable cause. On the other hand, if police
strongly encourage all individuals in a certain area to
“voluntarily” submit a sample as part of a dragnet, then
a different standard will be applied and the require-
ment will be generally upheld. Furthermore, some legal
scholars have argued that even a statute establishing a
universal database would be constitutional.

The prospect of expanded use of DNA forensics needs
to be placed in context. In a world in which personal
privacy is difficult to maintain against an onslaught of
computer file sharing, surveillance cameras, biomet-
ric imaging, thermal imaging, and other technological
“advances,” for many people, the last “off limit” area
for access to personal information is law enforcement.
Millions of people enthusiastically send their credit
card information via computer to unknown merchants
and other users. If a police officer asked someone for
credit card information however, we doubt there would
be the same eager response.

The leading privacy concerns about more inclusive
DNA forensic databases are that this powerful infor-
mation (and the biological samples from which it is
obtained) would be collected on a routine basis with-
out any individualized suspicion of wrongdoing, that
individuals would be coerced to provide samples in
 dragnets, that relatives of potential suspects would be
tested, and that the original specimens would be re-
tained indefinitely.

Assume that a hypothetical country routinely re-
quired all of its residents to submit the following items
to the police: a DNA sample, a yearly photograph,
handwriting exemplar, voiceprint, fingerprints, hair
samples, retinal scans, bank statements, credit card
information, health records, and other details of their
personal life. Obviously, ready access to this informa-
tion by police would help solve crimes. Nevertheless,
such comprehensive information submission to law
enforcement would be widely viewed as hallmarks of a repressive, totalitarian state, quite different from the United States, with our libertarian tradition and Bill of Rights protecting citizens against unreasonable governmental interference with our lives. We are concerned that the United States not heedlessly proceed in this direction. Fingerprints already are widely available to police and photographs appear on drivers’ licenses and passports. Each individual intrusion is easier to defend than the sum of government demands. At what point is the cumulative intrusion by the government unacceptable?

In *Osborn v. United States*, Justice Douglas warned what can happen when technology is utilized without an assessment of its true value to or effect on society:

> [T]he privacy and dignity of our citizens is being whittled away by sometimes imperceptible steps. Taken individually, each step may be of little consequence. But when viewed as a whole, there begins to emerge a society quite unlike any we have seen – a society in which government may intrude into the secret regions of man’s life at will.

Our concern is not that expanded DNA databases would transform our country into a “nation of suspects.” Our concern is that we would become a nation with unfettered police powers. Moreover, once greater information about individuals is in the possession of police, it will be difficult to prevent other uses of the information by the government.

We recognize the difficulty of deciding when to oppose intrusions by the government undertaken in the name of protecting the public. It is easy to object to outrageous conduct, but, as with DNA forensics, it is harder when there is a seemingly compelling justification for the intrusion on privacy. In the landmark 1886 case of *Boyd v. United States*, in which the Court spelled out the scope of Fourth Amendment protections, Justice Bradley wrote: “It may be that it is the obnoxious thing in its mildest and least repulsive form; but illegitimate and unconstitutional practices get their first footing in that way, namely, by silent approaches and slight deviations from legal modes of procedure.”

We believe that in the absence of probable cause or prior conviction, individuals have legitimate interests in not submitting their DNA to law enforcement officials for profiling and retention.

### Law Enforcement Interests
The public’s interests in law enforcement are more concrete than its privacy interests, and perhaps this is one reason law enforcement interests have tended to prevail in the area of DNA identification. Members of the public – and not just law enforcement officials – are justifiably concerned about crime. Although we have previously noted our discomfort with the use of “cold hits” and “investigations aided” as the sole measures of the efficacy of DNA databases, we do not question that DNA databases work. DNA databases have helped to solve numerous crimes, including heinous crimes that were unlikely to have been solved without them. To the extent they result in the incarceration of criminals, the DNA databases also prevent crimes by known criminals and serve as a general deterrent. In getting violent criminals off the streets, DNA databases also help ease the psychological burden from crime victims and their families.

We believe that the crime solving and prevention benefits of DNA databases justify the establishment, continuation, and funding of the CODIS system. These benefits, however, do not constitute a blanket justification for the use of DNA in unlimited ways. It is not necessarily the case that if a DNA database containing profiles of rapists and murderers is valuable, then a DNA database with all felons, misdemeanants, juvenile offenders, arrestees, or the entire población will produce significantly more hits and therefore be positive for society. It is also not necessarily the case that if the public supports and benefits from DNA forensics that any expansion, including indirect, low-stringency, and dragnet searches, also will have the same level of public support. Each new application and extension of DNA forensics must be independently assessed and weighed against the substantial privacy interests implicated.

Whenever there are any restraints placed on law enforcement, the argument is raised that some criminals will escape detection or go free. Certainly, this has been the argument surrounding the exclusionary rule, where the issue is whether the criminal should go free because “the constable has blundered.” In *Mapp v. Ohio*, in which the Supreme Court held that the exclusionary rule applies in state criminal cases, Justice Clark responded to this argument by stating: “The criminal goes free, if he must, but it is the law that sets him free. Nothing can destroy a government more quickly than its failure to observe its own laws, or worse, its disregard of the charter of its own existence.”

Law enforcement is essential to the public and an important responsibility of government. Nevertheless, our government was founded on the principle that privacy, dignity, due process, and liberty serve to constrain law enforcement activity. These values are embodied not only in the Fourth Amendment prohibition on unreasonable search and seizure, but also in the Fifth Amendment guarantees of due process, equal protection, and freedom from self-incrimination; in the Sixth Amendment right to counsel; and the Eighth Amend-
ment ban on cruel and unusual punishment. Undoubtedly, there would be more convictions if police could enter homes without warrants and seize contraband and instrumentalities of crime, if they could wiretap and electronically intercept telephone calls without a warrant, if they could coerce confessions, if they could set up roadblocks for any reason at any time, if they were not required to give Miranda warnings to suspects, and if they could engage in myriad other practices that are antithetical to our way of life. The golden gift of preventing and solving crime is not worth the price of our liberty.

**Conclusion**

In writing about the importance of privacy, especially in the context of search and seizure law, the temptation to quote from Justice Brandeis’ legendary dissent in *Olmstead v. United States* is irresistible. In this, the sesquicentennial of his birth, resistance is futile. In *Olmstead*, the majority rejected a Fourth Amendment challenge to wiretapping on the ground that there was no physical invasion. In his dissent, Justice Brandeis captured the essential nature of privacy, and he provided a moving and compelling explanation of why protecting privacy is so fundamental to freedom.

The makers of our Constitution undertook to secure conditions favorable to the pursuit of happiness. They recognized the significance of man’s spiritual nature, of his feelings and of his intellect. They knew that only part of the pain, pleasure and satisfactions of life are to be found in material things. They sought to protect Americans in their beliefs, their thoughts, their emotions and their sensations. They conferred, as against the Government, the right to be let alone – the most comprehensive of rights and the right most valued by civilized men. To protect that right, every unjustifiable intrusion by the Government upon the privacy of the individual, whatever the means employed, must be deemed a violation of the Fourth Amendment.

In probably the most frequently quoted passage of his dissent, Justice Brandeis alerted us not to let the exigencies of the day and the beneficial intent of governmental actions weaken our resolve in defending privacy and safeguarding liberty.

Experience should teach us to be most on guard to protect liberty when the Government’s purposes are beneficent. Men born to freedom are naturally alert to repel invasion of their liberty by evil-minded rulers. The greatest dangers to liberty lurk in insidious encroachment by men of zeal, well-meaning but without understanding.

DNA databases and their forensic applications must be assigned their proper place in law enforcement. New expansions of DNA technology should not be considered until scientifically rigorous, independent studies demonstrate that the new application would have significant utility to law enforcement. Even then, the expanded use of DNA should be adopted only if it would be consistent with fundamental privacy and civil liberties interests.
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